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Olivet campus expands again
By Kindra Arwood
News writer

Many students may have
been disappointed when they saw the
Hardees located just outside the main,
entrance to campus' had been closed
upon arrival to campus this year, but
Olivet has just recently purchased the
building. According to Dr. Doug
Perry, Vice President for Finance at
Olivet, ‘The University has had
interest in the Hardees property for
many years. The reason is its location
to our campus. We were happy to
have Hardees as our neighbors and
our students and faculty' enjoyed
having the restaurant close to our
campus; many of our faculty and staff
would enjoy having a cup of coffee at
Hardees.”
When the Hardees closed
down, Olivet was immediately,
concerned about the new uses for the
building. Administration wanted to
make sure the new owners would
benefit the students of Olivet, so they
decided
to
purchase
the

building. While Olivet’s original
intention was to buy the Hardees fast
food restaurant from the corporation
in order to keep the restaurant open,
attempts made to purchase the
building were unsuccessful. Olivet
decided to purchase the building
from Perry Commercial Real Estate
instead. Olivet paid a “below market
figure” for the building and feels as if
the addition will be very beneficial to
Olivet.
The plans for the building
are not definite. Dr. Perry said,
“There is currently a study being
conducted to determine the best use
for the property. We (the administra
tion) have been listening to the
requests from our departments on
campus that have interest. After
reviewing these requests, a decision
will be made as to its future use.”
While the plans for the newly
acquired building are not yet certain,
there is excitement about making this
investment into an opportunity for
the students, faculty, and staff at
Olivet.

Olivet has bought the Hardee’s building next door, but the
administration is uncertain what will be done with it.
(GlimmerGlass photo by Jonathan Tran)

Concert Band’s “Full Spectrum” a success
By Erin Rumbley
Executive editor

“A full spectrum of musical
entertainment” was the description
Olivet’s Concert Band gave of their
variety show, “Full Spectrum,” and
that is just what the show was. From
the opening number, the show
displayed the various talents of band
members, and provided the audience
with comedy and high class entertain
ment.
“I think the general idea of the
show is that we can use the musical
talents we have and we can be funny at
the same time,” said Senior Rachel
Lewandowski. “It’s not like you just
sit and listen to a band concert and then
leave...you get a lot of stuff in one.”
Sophomore Michelle Carter,
who served as one the emcees for the
show enjoyed seeing the variety of acts
and the overall talent of the band
members. “I was impressed with all of
the talent there was,” Carter said. “And
I thought there was a good display of
that talent.”
The show’s other emcee,
Sophomore Jeremy Brewer, was
excited about the band’s ability to
write their own choreography and
comedy skits. “It was really great to
see how we started with nothing and
ended with an incredible show,”
Brewer said.
In some acts, band members
played their instruments while per
forming choreography, while in other
numbers different people acted out the
scenes depicted in the music. One

“Mr. Sandman” (l-r) Russ
Clark, Kara Krestel, Geri
Cardiff, Erin Rumbley and
Stephen Yanchick.
(GlimmerGlass photo by Andy
Maynard)
number, “Peter and the W olf’ was
played by a wind quintet while band
members acted out the scene of Peter
and his friend, the bird, catching the
wolf and taking him to the zoo.
Another song, “The Right of
the Bumblebee Bee,” was a crowd
favorite and featured Senior Joe Chen
playing the marimba, Senior Tracy
Marcotte, who serves as Band
President, playing the clarinet and
Sophomore Jennifer Gates on the
piano. During the song, the bee
(Marcotte) tried to get around the
piano and across the stage to get to the
flowers on Chen’s marimba, but had
some troubles along the way when the
marimba kept moving away from her.
“The flight of the Bumblebee was my
favorite part of the show,” Junior
Christy Intawong said.
Other numbers included a
vocal duet of “Mr. Sandman,” a brass
choir .playing “Fanfare for the
Common Man” and a saxophone

“Peter and the Wolf” acted out by (l-r) Sarah Stephenson,
Sarah Smith, Judah Ball, Marilyn Balis, Angie Meyer and
Joe Chen. (GlimmerGlass photo by Andy Maynard)

The variety show offered
band members the chance to play a
different type of music than they are
used to in a conceit or tour setting. “I
enjoyed Full Spectrum because we
were able to utilize our talents in a
setting not typical to the usual concert
band situation,” Marcotte said.
“Full Spectrum” helped the
band grow, not only musically, but
also closer together. It also helped
them form friendships that will
continue throughout the year. “The
Variety Show is my favorite part of
band because we are able to grow
musically as an ensemble, and build
new friendships,” Marcotte said.
The band performed the show
a total of four times during the
weekend of Feb. 1 and 2, with an
excited crowd at each performance.
Band members were pleased with the
show and feel that it went over well. “I
thought that it was a lot of fun and that
it was a success,” Carter said.
Marcotte was pleased with the
quintet playing “Earth A ngel|p| show, and with the fact that the band
complete with sock hop girls and 50s members had a good time putting it all
together. “It’s fun to See everyone’s
studs who stole the show.

hard work come together to form a
great show,” she said.
Brewer summed up what the
experience of being part of “Full
Spectrum” meant to him when he said,
“My favorite part of variety show was
that it gave people a chance to enjoy
my good looks instead of my music.”
Then he added, “Haha, that makes me
smile.”
That’s what “Full Spectrum”
was all about: making people smile
and making them want to come back
again next year for another great show.

“The Flight of the Bumble
bee” (l-r) Andy Wright, Joe
Chen and Mike Weber.
(GlimmerGlass photo by Andy
Maynard)
■
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Diane Ledere speaks
at revival services
By Scott Roberts
News editor

Diane Leclerc gave the spring
revival services at chapel and college
church February 3-6. She is currently
a professor of theology at Northwest
Nazarene University which is located
in Nampa, Idaho, in the Boise
metropolitan areá.
Leclerc graduated in 1985
from Eastern Nazarene College with a
degree in religion. She then went on to
gain a master of divinity degree from
Nazarene Theological Seminary in
1989 and pastored a church in
Berwick, Maine until 1993. In 1993,
she pursued and gained a Ph.D. in
historical theology in 1998 from Drew
University Graduate School. She
planted a church in Boise during this
time and served as pastor there for one
year.
Besides teaching at NNU,
Leclerc has published several journal
articles, has written for Come Ye
Apart and Bible Life Illustrated, and
has just had her first book published,
“Singleness of the Heart, Gender, Sin,
and Holiness in Historical Perspec
tive.”
Diane is married to Paul
Leclerc, who is a computer engineer.
They have one son, 6-year-old Ethan.
On Sunday morning, Leclerc
talked about the vulnerability of God
and how he makes himself vulnerable.
to us when he enters our hearts. She
also spoke about how Jesus made
himself vulnerable when he was
crucified.
Monday morning in chapel,
Leclerc talked about the need for

Out Of Eden performed in chapel on Thursday, Jan. 31.
From left to right they are Lisa Kimmey, Andrea Kimmey
Baca, and Danielle Kimmey.
(GlimmerGlass photo by Melissa White)
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Diane Leclerc (Photo from
www.NNU.edu)
doubt in our Christian lives. She said if
finding Christ in our lives
for
ourselves was doubting, we all should
be doubters.
On Monday night, Leclerc
talked about Jonah and Peter. She said
God is reaching for us in our failure
and can still help us in our failure.
Tuesday morning in chapel,
Leclerc talked' about how God can
make our meaningless lives meaning
ful again.
Tuesday night she talked
about forgiveness and giving up your
n ^ i i v iv/ i v i v i i g v . x v / i ^ i • v u v u a
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forgetfulness. If someone hurts you,
forgive them but don’t trust them
again.
■ Overall, Leclerc preached a
message of being vulnerable and
honest in one’s Christian walk with
God.
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New dorm councils
working well
By Scott Roberts
News editor

Just this year, Olivet has
installed student disciplinary councils
in each dorm. According to Wendi
Santee, Associate Dean of Student
Development, the councils have gone
well. “We’ve received minor criti
cisms, but we’ve gotten a lot of
positive feedback,” she said.
The council was started this
year by Student Development in order
to give students more responsibility
and ownership, according to Santee.
“It also creates great leadership
opportunities,” she said.
Each dorm has a council
made up of students selected by the
Resident Director at the beginning of
the school year. These students had to
have excellent leadership qualities, be
well respected by their peers, and have
other qualities. After selection, each
council member went through a three
to four hour training process that
Santee taught with handbooks. Mem
bers will be elected every year, but
some students could stay on the same
council, provided they still live in that
dorm.
Since the councils have been
created, the most any council has had
to meet is “five or six times,”
according to Santee. The student
councils have had to handle cases such
as theft, fighting, and tobacco. The RD
of the dorm usually handles things
such as violation in dress code or other
minor violations of university policy.

The council works by looking
at a case and rendering a decision based
upon certain parameters. The param
eters help to insure consistency in
dorms so there are not two completely
different rulings for the same offense.
The student has a right to one appeal,
where they will then go to a council
chaired by Santee with three students,
a faculty member, and an RD. Their
place is not to retry the case, but to
make sure the council acted within the
guidelines and the student was given
due process by the council. So far, no
case has had to go to this council,
according to Santee.
The councils in each dorm
have a limited amount of power. The
councils do not have the power to
expel students, but they do have the
power to suspend them. The power to
expel lies with student development.
The council may also sentence a
student to community service and a
fine or refer them to the counseling
center. An accountability contract can
also be issued in some cases.
According to Santee, other
Nazarene schools have a council
system like this already in place, so
Santee, “fit together parts of policies
from other schools to come up with
our current discipline policy.” The
policy is subject to change but, “we
will continue to grow and adjust,” said
Santee.

News 3

Forgrave leads annual Nazarene
school conference
By Scott Roberts
News editor

In January, all Deans of
Students and all Student Body
Presidents from each of the eight
Nazarene schools met at Point Loma
Nazarene University in San Diego,
California to discuss problems and
plan for the Nazarene Student
Leadership Conference (NSLC) in
April. Dean of Student Development
Woody Webb and ASC president Jeff
Forgrave attended the meetings from
Olivet. All together, there were 10
Deans and 10 Student Body Presi
dents.
Jeff Forgrave is also the
president of the Nazarene Student
Leadership Association, which is

made up of 125 student government
members. “I guess you could say I’m
leader of the leaders,” Forgrave said.
He was elected last year by
the rest of the association and as the
president had the responsibility of
planning the whole meeting.
“It was somewhat over
whelming,” Forgrave said. “I had my
schoolwork, ASC, and also the
planning.” Overall, Forgrave said he
spent around 53 hours contacting
everyone and getting everything
together.
During the conference, the
Deans and Presidents met together
with Dr. Jerry Lambert, Commis

sioner of Education for the Church of
the Nazarene, and discussed different
ways churches in college areas reach
out to college students; what programs
churches run and the state of the
church-student relationship.
Also, the NSLA discussed
what students are doing to lead other
students to Christ. The report from
Olivet w as, “the framework is there.”
“We have 26 ministries with 350
students involved,” Forgrave said,
“We have the basis.” He said colleges
needed more emphasis on revival and
praying for other campuses. We need
to think globally and of others more
than ourselves.

Also addressed at the meeting
was an agenda for the NSLC. This
year, the NSLC will be held at
Trevecca Nazarene University April
4-7. Executive student council mem
bers attend this meeting and discuss
issues between councils.
The Student Body Presidents
went home on Sunday, but the Deans
stayed an extra day for their own
meeting. On Monday, the Deans
discussed a possibility of a standard
curriculum for Student Leadership
Development. They also discussed
staffing and budgets for departments
such as nursing and security.

Now is the time to become an RA
By Erin Rumbley
Executive editor

Have you ever considered
becoming a RA? If you have, or if you
just thought about it from reading the
headline to this article, then now is the
time to act.
The first step in the applica
tion process to become a Resident
Assistant for next year is to attend an
informational meeting in Wisner
Auditorium next week. The meeting
will take place at two different times,
once at 9:30 a.m. on Tuesday, Feb. 12,
and then again at 8:30 p.m. on
Wednesday, Feb. 13. These meetings
are mandatory for those interested in
applying for these positions and the
meeting is designed to answer the
questions students have about the
application process and the job itself.
During the meeting, interested stu
dents will receive a preliminary
application, and all the necessary
application information.
Once a student has applied for
an RA position, their application will
go through a screening process, and
the student will then be asked to fill out
a formal application and be recom
mended to receive an interview with
the Student Development office.
These interviews will take place
during the week of March 11-15 and
the new RA’s will be notified the next
week.
There are about 50 RA
positions on campus in the Resident
Halls and apartment buildings. Each
year, around 100 students apply for
these positions and according to
Wendi Santee, the Associate Dean of
Student Development, the number of
applicants should rise this year, due to
better publicity.
“We’ve tried to promote it
more this year,” Santee said. “We
raised the standard a little bit and being
an RA is becoming a more appealing
position. I’m hoping we get over 100

applications this year,” .
The RA position does come
with some monetary compensation,
which is slightly less than room and
board. RA’s in the freshman areas
receive just less than $2,000 per
semester, while upperclassman RA’s
receive around
$1,700.
However,
Santee
hopes the com
pensation is not
the reason most
students apply for
an RA position.
She said that
while students
apply for differ
ent reasons, most
of them believe
that becoming an
RA is a ministry
opportunity and
a chance to grow.
Being an RA is
also a way for
students to de
velop leadership
skills and be
involved with
something on
campus. RA’s
get a chance to
meet more people
and have won
derful opportu
nities to impact
other student’s
lives.
Besides
these reasons for
becoming an RA,
Santee also said
that students say
being an RA
looks good on a
resume, because
it shows that a
student not only

did well academically, but also
showed an interest in becoming a
leader during their college years.
“Employers are looking for
more than a 4.0,” Santee said. “They
are interested in a student who had a
4.0 and also looked for opportunities

to develop their leadership skills.”
So now are you interested in
becoming an RA? If you would like
more information or an application, be
sure to attend one of the informational
meetings next week.
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eatures
fres fifaces.. .Karen Knudson
By Amanda Beck
Features writer

People call it “coming full
circle.” It’s when roles reverse upon
themselves: the child become? the
parent, the apprentice becomes the
master, the patient becomes the doctor.
For Karen Knudson, coming full circle
means the student has become the
teacher. One of Olivet’s freshest faces,
she is now an associate professor in the
English department, the place, and
department» that she: received her
education only, a few years ago.
Karen came to Olivet, majored
in English, and graduated in 1991. As
all 'alum ni do, she received The
Olivetiam and in a particular, .issue',
noticed an ad for the position she'
currently holds. The idea of teaching
at her alma mater interested her, and
the next step was to contact Dr. Whitis,
the chair of the Division of Languages,
Literature, and Communications, to see
what qualifications were necessary. “She
asked me to submit my vita, one thing
followed another, and here I am.”
Now that she’s here, she has
her hands full with the dudes
of a first-year professor. “This
year, I am teaching English

Professor Karen Knudson
(GlimmerGlass photo by Erin.
Laning)
composition”— otherwise known as
102,' 103, or 104— “from writing essays
to writing research papers.”. She has
found .that this age group provides a
unique opportunity, and it' is one she
really enjoys.,“I like teaching college
students because they know a lot o f
stuff already, but are still standing in
that doorway seeing a whole new realm
of information and possibility. I like
having the chance to help them see that,
to go through that door.” Along with
her professorial duties, Karen is also
the co-sponsor of Sigma Tau Delta, the
English Honor Society.,
So w hat a re 'h e r'in te re s ts
outside of her job? “I have no interests

outside the English department—just
kidding.” Among other things, Karen
enjoys being an active participant in
church activities. “Some of the activities
I have been involved in are teaching a
Bible study, coaching Bible quizzing,
being a church board member, and
playing on the church softball team.”
She also enjoys writing poetry, reading,
collecting toy knights and old children’s
books, and, weather permitting, skiing.
When she is not teaching, she
enjoys being a wife to husband Scott,
who is also an Olivet grad. “He played
football (offensive line) and was an
accounting major with an almost-major
in computer Science. We got married a
month and a half after graduating.”
W hile Karens job history includes
teaching in a variety of capacities, from
composition part time for Nazarene
Bible College, to English in an
alternative school, to teaching ESL
(English Second Language), Michael has
been w orking as a com puter
programmer/analyst/consultant since
graduation. The Knudson s have a
daughter, G race,-w ho is two. An
inquisitive girl, her recent interests

include “the snow and singing Little
Bunny Foo Foo.”.
In this area of her life, Karen
Knudson has come full circle. Ten years
after she left, she is once again on the
fourth floor of Burke, back in the
English department. In some ways, she’s
doing something that she always knew
she should, whether at Olivet, Virginia,
or anywhere she feels led. She says, “I
have felt called to teaching for most of
my life.” In coming full circle, the
student has become the teacher. In true
professorial form, she is busy preparing
her students for the real’world. And
who knows? For some, like her, the real
world may just be back in the
classroom.

Tidbits on Karen Knudson
Favorite color: Green
Favorite movie: The Lord of
the Rings
Favorite flavor of ice cream:
(at the risk of sounding boring)
Vanilla Bean
Advice for her students: “You
need a good thesis statement!”
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Phyllis Harris retires C h ap m an H all:
from registrar’s
a building that has
office
w ithstood tim e
By Erin Laning
Features editor

On Thursday, January 31,
Olivet Nazarene University said good
bye to a very important person. You
may not know who Phyllis Harris is,
but you have definitely benefitted
from her hard work over the years.
Phyllis Harris has worked as an
assistant to the registrar since the
1970s. Her last day before retirement
was January 31. The registrar’s office
didn’t let her go without a party. A
reception was given in honor of
Phyllis, complete with balloons and
cake. Jim Knight, registrar and
assistant dean of instruction, said that
Phyllis will be hard to replace. She
could always be counted on to do what
needed to be done. Phyllis arrived at
Olivet in 1972 to work while her
husband attended school here. Her
first job was doing the payroll for the
college. After her husband’s gradua-

Phyllis Harris retired last
week after working for
registrar’s office since the
1970s. (Submitted photo)
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Registrar Jim Knight con
gratulates Mrs. Harris on her
retirement. (Submittedphoto)
tion, Phyllis quit her job thinking she
and her husband would move away.
She returned three months later and
began her job in the registrar’s office.
What will Phyllis do with her time
now that she is retired? Phyllis plans to
travel to Texas with her husband in
their RV and spend more time with her
family. Phyllis will miss working in
the registrar’s office; she loved
interacting with the college students
and seeing them grow over the years.
She will also miss her co-workers (and
great boss). The students of Olivet
Nazarene University will miss Phyllis
Harris, too.

■
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Chapman Hall was built in the early 1900’s.
(GhmmerGlass photo by Andy Maynard)
By Krista French
Features writer

Chapman Hall, one of the oldest
buildings on campus, stands four stories
high and represents the past, present,
and future o f O livet Nazarene
University. In the early .1900’s this grand
building was not named Chapman Hall.
Instead, it was named Roy Memorial
Hall and was a part o f St. Viator’s
College, the school that was here before
Olivet. During the days of St. Viator’s
College, Roy Memorial Hall was used
as a dormitory.
Olivet renamed the building Chapman
H all, after form er C hurch o f the
Nazarene superintendent J.B. Chapman,
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in March 1950. In the early days of
Olivet, the basement o f Chapm an
housed a bookstore and the library.
U ntil Septem ber 2001, the
Family and C onsum er Sciences
department called the basement of
Chapm an home. The basement of
Chapman has remained empty since the
departm ent’s move to the W eber
Center.
Through the years o f Olivet’s
history, C hapm an was used as a
dormitory. Today, its 108 rooms house
freshman guys. So here we are in 2002
and this timeless building still stands as
home to hundreds of Olivet students.
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What I did on my Christmas vacation
By Erin Laning
Features editor
On Thursday, December 27, 2001, I
set out on one of the biggest adventures
of my life-my trip to England. I went
to England with a group of fellow
Olivet students and two English
professors: Dr. Belcher and Professor
Forrestal. The following are excerpts
of entries I made in my journal during
the trip.
Thursday, December 27, 200112:32 AM
Wow! It is finally the day I leave for
England. I can’t believe it! I have
always wanted to go to England and I
am so glad that this opportunity came
along. I know I will be running on a
low amount of sleep for at least 24
hours, so I’d better get some sleep
now.
Friday, December 28, 2001-9:15
AM
~
, •
I am in the airplane right now flying
over England. This flight has been the
longest six hours of my life! The three
hours of sleep I managed to get on the
plane is the only sleep I’ll get for the
entire day. Yikes! We are beginning
our gradual descent now into
London’s Gatwick Airport. I am so
excited!
Friday, December 28, 2001-9:35
PM
Well, I must admit, I am extremely
homesick right now and can’t wait
until I am back in the state of Illinois,
When we began our ride to Oxford
today, I was amazed by how green
everything was. Oxford was overwhelming. There were people everywhere! Kara, Colleen, and I stopped at
a small sandwich shop for lunch. It was
crazy trying to figure out what to eat
and how to pay. I am hoping this
homesickness will wear off as I get
more used to the culture here.
Saturday, December29,2001-11:06
PM

Brrr! It’s freezing cold in our hotel
room! I am wearing my winter coat as
I write this. A worker came in to fix the
heater, but it hasn’t warmed up yet.
Today we went to Anne Hathaway’s
cottage. It was my favorite part of the
day. I found out that beds were made
shorter in length because people in
those days believed they had to sleep
all curled up. If they, were lying flat,
the devil, thinking they were dead,
would come and take their soul. I want
to find out if the settlers in the States
believed the same thing. We also went
to William Shakespeare’s birthplace
today. I was very excited to finally be
there after all of the times I’d seen
pictures of it in my textbooks.

I was so excited this afternoon when I
found Cadbury Creme Eggs at a
Woolworth’s! Of course, I had to buy
some! We only get them for Easter in
the States. We went to see Stonehenge
today, too. It was a lot smaller than I’d
expected, but it was still awesome to
see. One guy tried to touch it! He
succeeded before being escorted off
the premises by security. I kept
thinking of the Chevy Chase movie as
I walked around the structure.

Tuesday, January 1, 2002-12:40
AM
Happy New Year! I just got back from
our New Year’s Eve party at our
guide’s stepmother’s cottage in
Sherborne. The cottage is so quaint! I
Sunday,' December 30,2001-10:45 loved it. At the cottage, we just sat
PM
'
around and snacked until midnight. At
We went to church at the Sherborne midnight, we went outside to see the
Abbey, an Anglican church, today. It fireworks and hear the bells of
was a beautiful church. I enjoyed Sherborne Abbey. It was a New Year’s
being a part of a worship service that is - Eve I’ll never forget.
totally different from my church back
., , home. Being in such an historic church Tuesday, January 1, 2002-10:20
also helped me appreciate the history PM
of the Christian faith.
Today we Visited the city of Bath. The
main attraction in Bath is the Roman
Monday, December 31, 2001-3:40 Bath exhibit. I had a personal tour
PiM.
..
: :•
. , guide machine that. Looked like a
The more I see of England, the more I phone. I’d never seen one before' I
like it. Today we stopped in Salisbury came to England. The actual bath
andvisitedtheSalisburyCathedral.lt reminded me of the pool of Bethesda
such an awe-inspiring cathedral. I from the Bible. Just seeing something
can’t fathom how the people who lived similar to that pool brought Jesus’
so long ago could build something so miracles mofe to life, (even in
extravagant. I am now getting used to England),
the culture of England. It is getting
easier to handle the currency and Wednesday, January 2, 2002-12:30
figure out how to pay for things. I went PM
to McDonald’s today for lunch. It Wow! I just saw France (from across
might seem stupid to . go to a the English Channel). We are only 21
McDonald’s in England considering miles away. The view from Dover
they’re all over the place in the states, Castle was amazing. I took plenty of
but I wanted to see if McDonald’s is; pictures of the white cliffs of Dover,
different here. It is. First, they still
serve the burgers in styrofoam Wednesday, January 2,2002-11:35
containers-something the States PM
stopped a few years ago. They also Brrr! It’s cold once again in our hotel
have the old wrappers for the straws, room. We are now in London. We
Second, the food is mostly the same, were able to go on a sightseeing bus
but the ketchup is watered down a bit. tour of the city courtesy of our coach

Pictures from the journey

The ultimate clocktowerBig Ben.
The incredible Stonehenge.
(Submitted photo)

(Submitted photo)

driver, Peter. The city is so
overwhelming. I am . completely
disoriented at the moment, but I am
hoping that will soon improve.

Thursday, January 3, 2002-12:01
PM
I am writing this on a boat, riding
along the River Thames. The boat ride
is slow but relaxing. We visited
Westminster Abbey this morning. My
favorite part was Poet’s Comer. On
our way to Westminster Abbey, we
took the tube (subway). It’s not as
scary as I thought it might be.
Friday, January 4, 2002-10:50 PM
St. Paul’s Cathedral was incredible!
We were able to climb to just about the
top of the dome. It was a magnificent
view of the city of London. St. Paul’s
Cathedral is where Princess Diana was
married. I finally had fish and chips
tonight. It was good. I especially liked
the chips, which are basically French
fries. I bought more Cadbury Dairy
Milk bars tonight. I think I am
addicted to those things! They are so
good!
Saturday,. January .5, .2002-11:52
PM
I conquered the tube today! Karen,
Colleen, Mindy, and I went to Oxford
Street today to do some shopping. In
order to do that, we had to take the tube
by ourselves. It’s more intimidating
thinking about riding it than actually
doing it. Oxford Street reminded me a
lot of Michigan Avenue in Chicago. It
was so crowded, just like Michigan
Avenue.
Sunday, January 6,2002-11:41 PM
We went to the Wesley Chapel today
for church. It was again awesome to be
in a church filled with so much history.
We made it to the National Gallery this
afternoon. Anthony did a terrific job
telling us about each painting we saw.
I was able to walk to Buckingham
Palace with Kara and Mindy tonight.
Nothing exciting happened. The
Queen wasn’t even there. We did see
the Royal Mail being delivered. I was
just barely able to buy my stash of
Cadbury Creme Eggs and Dairy Milk
bars today. I got to the store 5 minutes
before it closed. I’m all set to bring
those back to the States to enjoy.
Monday, January 7, 2002-12:30
PM
Phew! I am sitting in the departure
lounge of Gate 38 in Gatwick Airport
awaiting the boarding call for our
flight. It took forever to get through all
of the security checkpoints, but we
made it. The security checkpoints have
become an inconvenience, but I am
still grateful for them. I can’t believe
I am about to leave England. It feels
like we just got here. I will miss this
country, but I am glad I will be in my
own country once again.

w pim ons
Valentines Day: A Critical Look at the Players Involved
By C ourtney Brown
Opinions Editor

Ah, Spring - the time of year
when a young man’s fancy turns to
love.
Okay, so maybe it’s not
Spring, yet. Maybe there’s still ice and
snow on the ground, and maybe the
wind chill pulls the temperature into
single digits, but it’s almost Valentine’s
Day and that’s close enough.
Valentine’s Day is a very
segregated kind of holiday, unlike all
other holidays in that respect. There
are two very distinct groups of people
who walk around on Valentine’s Day
- the Coupled and the Coupless.
For the Coupled, February
14th is a day filled, with special
attention and flowers, cards, choco
lates or some combination thereof especially for the female Coupled. It’s
a day of laughter and kissing in public,
of joy and googly eyes.
For the Coupless, however,
Valentine’s Day takes on one of
several different flavors, depending
upon which catagory one falls into.
First there are the Dreamers the ones who are all too aware of the

fact that they are significant otherly
challenged and wish for nothing more
than to be able to send some flowers on
Valentine’s Day to someone-anyone.
To these people, the minor detail of
who the other is is less important that
the fact that the other exists.
Many of those who belong in
this category teeter on the edge of the
next - the Desperate. The main
difference between the Dreamers and
the Desperate is the manner in which
they go about trying to remedy their
Couplessness. For the Dreamers, to be
Coupled is a distant wish, a beautiful
dream about which nothing much is
done beyond some intense daydream
ing and a little bit of excessive sighing.
The Desperate, on the other
hand, are actively making the rounds,
searching in earnest for someone who
will tolerate them. They’re trolling
the waters, looking for life. This is
more than a wistful wish - this is a
driving force. This category consists
primarily of Freshmen, hot out of high
school, and Seniors for whom
graduation looms dangerously near.
(The fifth year Senior is
another interesting member of this
category who adds a unique kind of

A Letter to the Editor:
Resolutions kept and broken
Dear Opinions Editor,

encourage other to make
resolutions and share
them with others.

I recently saw your article in
the last GlimmerGlass and I was
inspired to write you a letter about my Sincerely,
New Year’s resolutions. I’m sorry to
say that writing to you was not one of Doug Legend
them; however, I have many
resolutions that I wish to share with
Thanks, Doug.
you. My first resolution was to lose
fifty pounds. I’m an off campus Even if it was not a New
student, so I’m constantly surrounded Year’s resolution to write
by good food. It’s hard for me to deal a letter to the editor, /
with sometimes. I was truly inspired appreciate the sentiment.
by Jared and I have started my own To be sure, you are an
Subway diet. I’ve managed to stick inspiration to us all. It is
with it so far, but it’s the only one. truly tragic to hear your
Another resolution I made was to stop story o f broken resolu
using public restrooms. My reasons tions in theform o f public
for this are a little embarrassing, but bathrooms and sweater
those who know me will know why. I vests, but in your pain
was doing good with this one until last and hard won knowledge
week when I was in Dr. Bell’s and wisdom, hopefully
psychology class last Wednesday. I others will be lifted up
made it up until the last ten minutes of and will be able to learn
class and then I had to run to the toilet. fromyour example. Good
I knew I couldn’t make it back to my luck with your remaining
house, so I just went there. In the resolution and with the
public bathroom, I mean. I also made whole doorknob thing.
a resolution to stop wearing sweater Hope that works out for
vests, but I gave that up on January 2nd. you.
I felt like such a goon. I’m still having
some issues with the doorknobs at my Yours Truly,
house. For those of you who have been
.wondering, my parents have assured Courtney Brown
me that they’ll be replacing them in the Opinions Editor
next few weeks. I hope these will
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frenzy to the entire searching process.)
A third category could be
named the I Don’t Care category.
IDCs genuinely are not bothered by
their Couplessness.
They enjoy
themselves and the friendships they
share with others - both the Coupled
and the Coupless. This category is
regrettably small.
However, depending upon
the degree of vehemence with which
the IDCs declare their membership in
the IDC category, the fact that they
don’t, in . fact, care about their
Coupless state, may tip them over into
the final major category - the Bitter.
The Bitter are, undoubtedly,
the most vocal of the four categories of
the Coupless, and easy to identify.
Little description of this group is
necessary - we all know who they are.
But where does all that leave
us this Valentine’s Day? We each
belong in one of these categories, but
what do we do with that knowledge?
What’s the next step? How do we
figure out how to live life as either
Coupled or Coupless? How much
caring is enough, but not too much?
Unfortunately, there are few
answers to those questions. Of course

that’s never stopped me before.
So here’s my advice: live in
total subservience to the cards and the
flowers and the chocolate. Search
desperately for someone to be your
“better half.” And if you can’t find
someone to be a “better half,” quit
being so picky. Just choose someoneanyone will do just as long as you find
someone to smooch. If you still have
no luck, become bitter and frustrated like the Grinch except for Valentine’s
Day. If you happen to already have
someone, rub it in everyone’s faces make sure all those around you are
fully aware that you have a- very
significant other - especially those
around you who have none. Follow
these guidelines and you will be sure to
enhance your happiness this February
14th.
But until then, may everyone
of the Coupled revel; may the
Dreamers sigh extra loudly as to attract
a great deal of attention; may the
Desperate continue with their frantic
searching and find success; may the I
Don’t Cares find five extra dollars and
go see a movie with friends; and may
the Bitter protest hotly, loudly and
unendingly that they’re really not.
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No limit. Includes 1 topping.
Additional toppings Extra.
No coupon necessary.
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A testimony from Dr. Belcher
By Dr. Rebecca Belcher
The first time I came to
Olivet, I was a student with big dreams
about impacting my world. But I was
just an ordinary student: my father
opposed my college choice and, there
fore, gave me no money; I was too
timid to try out for Orpheus; I was an
R. A. for just one semester in an rick
ety off-campus house; I definitely
wasn’t homecoming queen; I wasn’t
in W ho’s Who and I w asn’t top
scholar. To be honest, I very much
wanted to be one of the four juniors
that bear the flags at graduation, but,
instead, I was number five! Of course,
that did work to my advantage: I re
ceived a much-needed scholarship that
went to any one of the top five schol
ars.
While here at Olivet, I was
heavily involved in religious activities:
Prayer Band, Missionary Band, Evan
gels, Spiritual Crusaders, Youth in
Mission summers. But heavy involve
ment did not mean that I didn’t
struggle spiritually. More days than
not, I found my way to Nesbitt’s
prayer room. Many of my struggles
over choices had to do with the man
in my life: my junior year, when he
asked me to marry him, I said “no”
because I wanted to be a college pro
fessor. By graduation time the next
year, I had forgotten all thoughts of
grad school and professorships because
I had school loans to repay.
Three years later I moved to
Kansas City, worked on a master’s pro
gram, and married a “preacher boy”

at seminary. It was the perfect life!
My husband finished seminary; I fin
ished my masters in education; we
moved to Atlanta for him to get his
doctorate. He never finished, and I
have often joked with friends that if
we had just put me through school, I
would have finished and had my doc
torate by the time I was thirty. And I
believe it. But I also believe that that
wasn’t what the Lord had in store for
us.

“God broke through my de
pression, showing me his
faithfulness and assuring me
that my life could be just as
blessed in this new life as it
had been in the old.”

We went to pastor a small
church in Paris, Tennessee. I loved
being a pastor’s wife. In fact, I loved
being a pastor’s wife much more than
my husband loved being a pastor. I
would have been content to stay in little
churches in little towns forever, rais
ing my three boys, teaching Sunday
school classes, running children’s
choir, typing the church newsletter,
cleaning out 25-years’ worth of old
church papers, and generally making
either a nuisance or a blessing of my
self, depending on which parishioner
was judging. I also believed that God
had fulfilled my early wishes: I was a
pastor’s wife, a mother, and a part-

Inspiration at last
By Dodi Pritchett
Spiritual life writer

pop stars, were three gorgeous, godly
women, gettin’ down for the Lord!
Outrageous voices, sweet moves,
beautiful testimonies, and a willing
ness to do what God asks of them.
Their honesty and sincerity, not to
mention great hip-hop tunes, were
more than enough to inspire me. Like
them, my mother has always pushed
me to pursue music-especially sing
ing. Since I was old enough to talk
I’ve been singing in front, audiences
ranging from my two parents, to a
crowd of two thousand. I love to sing,
but sometimes, I wonder if it’s really
my calling. At times it seemed to be
more my mother’s dream than mine,
as I would spend hours practicing
• songs for her to cri
tique. Recently
however, with the
help of the gals
Your headquarters fo r solo ac from Out of Eden,
companiment cassettes and CDs. I ’ve realized/accepted my call to
We have dozens in stock with new music ministry. It
titles arriving regularly.
was refreshing to
hear the girls’ stories
795 N. Kennedy Drive
and comments, and
Kankakee, IL. 60901
finally, it seems I’ve
815/933-8229
been inspired.

As I talked with my friend
about the Christian singing group Out
of Eden coming to Olivet, I have to
be honest with you-I wasn’t too
thrilled. My friend talked them up like
they were pop icons or superstars-all I
heard was “Thursday Out of Eden’s
coming!” Big deal. I hadn’t listened
to Out of Eden since their first album,
and I wasn’t really that impressed. My
focus has been on the “real” musicians
of the secular world-what does Out of
Eden have to offer? Well, on Thurs
day morning I drug myself to chapel,
a little late mind you, and still making
fun of my friend who claimed Out of
Eden was too cool to miss. What I
discovered instead of three wanna be

SOLOISTS

(Photo courtesy of
English dept, website)
time English teacher at University of
Tennessee at Martin. I had it all, or at
least a good facsimile of it.
I remember a family picture
taken when my boys were small. We
looked like the perfectly happy
Nazarene family. But we weren’t.
Soon we were out of that church, try
ing to pull our marriage back together.
Within two years we were divorced,
and I moved on my own to Nashville,
Tennessee, with most of our posses
sions, the good car, $800, and three
boys under seven years of age.
For the first three months in
Nashville, the boys and I lived on food
stamps, but even in the worst times,
God prepares the way. My English
education degrees from ONU and KU
allowed me to get a teaching job at a
public high school with a good salary
and good benefits.
For the next eleven years I
taught high school, never thinking
much about my original goals because
now my one goal was to raise my boys
in a stable environment. Although oth-

Scriptural
help for
cabin fever
By Susan Beer
Spiritual life editor

The winter months are begin
ning to weigh on us all. Our room
mates suddenly develop annoying
traits that we thought we fun before
and being cold is a way of life. While
wise words cannot make you warmer,
they may be able to give you wisdom
in dealing with the difficult people in
your life.
- “My dear brothers, take note
of this: Everyone should be
quick to listen, slow to speak
and slow to become angry.”
James 1:19 (NIV)
“Be on your guard; stand firm
iri the faith; be men of cour
age; be strong. Do everything
inlove.” ICorinthians 16:1314 (NIV)
. “Be kind and compassionate
to one another, forgiving each
other just as in Christ God
forgave you.” Ephesians 4:32
(NIV)

ers thought I was doing quite well, I
struggled with my failure at marriage
and my inability to be good mother
and father and provider. Many times
I went to church just because I knew
it was what I should do, not because I
felt that I was worthy to be there. God
broke through my depression, show
ing me his faithfulness and assuring
me that my life could be just as blessed
in this new life as it had been in the
old.
In 1993,on a whim, I started
classes at the doctoral level. I liked
getting out of the house once a week
and reading great books for the first
time in years. I studied hard, not ever
thinking that I could change my job.
Then five years ago, I felt strangely
impressed to offer my life anew to the
Lord, not knowing why there was so
much urgency in my surrender. Less
than two months later I was making
plans to move, having been offered a
job here at Olivet.
So the second time I came to
Olivet, I came as teacher, but I also
came as one who had seen the faith
fulness of God in my life in what I
consider amazing ways. I was just a
very ordinary college student who be
came a very ordinary woman who at
times forgot my original goals in the
ups and downs of life. But God didn’t
forget those original plans, and, in his
own time, he graced me with all that I
ever really wanted.

He likes me!
By Susan Beer
Spiritual life editor

As Valentine’s Day approaches,
our thoughts turn to flowers, cupid,
and hoping that someone will fall
madly in love with us, if only for one
day. I know that Valentine’s Day and
Christ’s love for us has been done be
fore so I will not subject you to that
again. However, did you know that
God likes us? I always knew that God
loved me, but the thought that God
likes me is a little harder to grasp. It
is hard to deny Scripture, though.
Psalms 18:19 states that “He brought
me out into a spacious place; he res
cued me because he delighted in me.”
(NIV)
I know that Valentine’s Day
can be cruel for some because of a lack
of a significant other, and the knowl
edge of God loving you doesn’t stop
the twinge of sadness when you don’t
receive flowers or a card. Have heart!
After the candy has been eaten and the
flowers have wilted the Master of the
Universe still thinks you are awesome.

Faculty! If you would like for
your testimony to appear in the
Glimmer Glass, please contact
Susan Beer at sbeer@olivet.edu

Soul Sisters: O u t o f Eden
By Ryan Cummings
Spiritual life writer

When it was announced that Out of
Eden was expected to come to Olivet,
many students were surprised and ex
cited. Out of Eden is a well-known
Christian recording trio and their mu
sic style has been compared to that of
pop stars, Destiny’s Child. After their
appearance in last week’s chapel ser
vice, I had the opportunity to go backstage and interview them. Among the
many things we talked about, here are
a few questions that came up.

ing the war.
You guys mentioned that this was
your own record this time, with your
own style. How is this album dif
ferent from your previous three?
I think there’s a stronger R&B and
Urban element to this record. The
producers that we worked with this
time are Christians, but they have pro
duced songs for mainstream artists
such as Toni Braxton, Jill Scott and
Mary J. Blige, but this time they wanted
to get more involved in the kingdom

vice to college students, what would
that be?

ning of Out of Eden, the reason why I
sing is to glorify God.

Definitely know what you believe,
understand the Christian Worldview,
and understand what you are going to
be facing when you get out into the
“real world”. I think it’s so important
that we get grounded in the word of
God. We not only need to know our
Bible, but we also need to understand
apologetics and how to give a defense
to those who want to understand our
faith. I would also say, college is a
time where you question why you be
lieve the way you believe: Get into
the word and study it, that way you
know why you believe and when
things come to shake your faith you’re
going to be strong enough to stand.

Danielle: My favorite Out of Eden
scripture is 2 Corinthians 4:16 which
says, “for which cause we faint not;
but though our outward man perish,
yet the inward man is renewed day by
day.” I think it’s so important as min
isters to remember that even though
you get tired and though you may want
to stop, God is renewing you. My fa
vorite verse is Hebrews 12:28-29,
which says, “therefore since we are re
ceiving a kingdom that cannot be
shaken, let us be thankful and so wor
ship acceptably with reverence and awe
for our God is a consuming fire.” That
is how I want to live as a woman of
God.

Do you have a mission statement?

What is your favorite cereal, if you
have one?

What we want to do with our lives
and ministry is to, through music and
any means possible, influence our cul
ture with the gospel of Jesus Christ.
We want to present an alternative to
everything that the world has to offer,
and let our audience know that they
have a destiny and a purpose, and that
God has a plan for their lives.

Left to right: Danielle, Ryan, Andrea, and Lisa. (Submitted
photo)
of God. I think another big differ
It’s been 2 0 years since you have ence is the absence of pop on this
released a new album. I know that record compared to the last one, which
you have sung with Crystal Lewis is more our style, the non-pop.
and traveled to places such as Bra
zil and England, but where has most In today’s pop crazed culture, art
of those 2-° years been spent?
ists will try anything to fit in, from
dying their hair to wearing tight
Most of the time we really just got clothes. How do you girls maintain
involved with our church. We helped your modesty and uphold your val
in different areas including the nurs ues?
ery and working close with our pas-'
tor. We wanted to make sure we were Well, I just think that’s one of the
still in God’s will. When we went back strongest statements that we have. It
out, we wanted to make an impact and speaks so loudly without us having to
do what God has called us to do, and say anything. We look at some artists
not worry about building the kingdom today and say, “We totally want to do
of Out of Eden, but we prayed that the opposite thing.” It’s not about how
we would help build the kingdom of you dress and look on the outside, be
God.
cause you can still have an empty void
in your life and still look the bomb.
Now I know that you have shared It’s really about going against the
the stage with Destiny’s Child and crowd and showing people what’s re
the Pointer Sisters, made an appear ally inside of us. It’s all about our
ance on the T.V. Show Moesha, and character, it’s about what’s inside of
had a hit song in the movie “Dr. us because that will shine way more
Doolittle” with Eddie Murphy, just than what we are wearing.
to name a few. What is your sense
of your biggest accomplishment?
What do you guys do as a group to
stay spiritually focused?
I feel that our greatest accomplishment
is all the testimonies we get of changed First, we try to get into the word, stay
lives. You know when people say, “I in the word, and keep the word ready
received Christ through one of your on our tongues, whether we are trav
songs”, or when people come up to us eling or not. We also meet together
and tell us how much our songs have and have times of prayer and account
helped them to realize that they need ability, so that if one of us is weak, we
to change. But other than that, my can bond together and help the group
(Danielle) favorite thing that we’ve stay strong. Instead of being lazy
done, well there are two things. Sing Christians, we want to be on fire. We
ing with the Reverend Billy Graham, really want to be sure that we are do
which was amazing, and also singing ing the work for the kingdom of God.
for the soldiers over in Kosovo dur
If you could give one piece of ad

If you each had to choose, what
would be your favorite verse?

Lisa: Honey Bunches of Oats with
almonds (the Blue Box).
Andrea: Mine is, (singing) “Cinna
mon Toast Crunch”.
Danielle: Mine is Marshmallow Trea
sures, or it’s also called magic stars
depending on what store you are in.
It’s the low-budget Lucky Charms. I
don’t like Lucky Charms, I only like
the
generic
brand.

Ryan hangs out with the Soul Sisters after the Thursday morn
ing concert. (Submittedphoto)
Lisa: My favorite Out of Eden verse
is Psalms 115:1. It says, “Not unto
us, O LORD, not unto us, but unto
thy name give glory, for thy mercy,
and for thy truth’s sake.” I take that
as my scripture just to point to him in
everything that I do, just to not take
the glory for myself, but to give it to
the Lord.
Andrea: Mine
is
Psalms
118:14 and that
says,
“The
Lord is my
strength and
my song, and
He has become
my salvation.”
I just feel that
from the begin

Out of Eden’s newest album, This Is
Your Life, marks a new day for Out of
Eden and a new starting point for
modem pop. This Christian trio con
tinues to entertain fans and inspire lis
teners. To learn more about these
“Soul Sisters”, log on to their website
at www.outofedenonline.com.
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A Place Where You Belong
producer Malcolm Burn (John citement. Here we are seeing God lead
Mellencamp, Emmylou Harris, Bob us into the next phase of our lives, not
Dylan) has helped us. The first ex knowing where he will take us.
perience working with him was on the
last record and it was almost a crash Liz: Time for some fun questions.
course in rock n’ roll history. First what is one of your favorite res
Malcolm knew everything and every taurants to go to while on the road?
body. We learned a lot about the his
tory of what we do and that helped us Andrew: We like the Randaveau in
approach it in a lot more of an appre Memphis. We also like Texas Burger.
hensive manner. Learning how other Well Cason and I became obsessed
people play their guitars and stuff and with In and Out Burger while on tour
putting our own touch to it was a point, in California. I think every time we
that we reached. We were just inspired are in California we have it.
to grow as artists. We have really
turned into a good live band because Liz: Who have been your greatest in
fluences?
of that.
Liz: How has God been using you?

Andrew Osenga, lead singer of The Normals.
(Courtesy of vmw.thenormals.com)
By Elizabeth Angell
Arts and Entertainment writer

No this is not another Olivet
slogan. The Normals, a band that hail
ing from the Bloomington-Normal Il
linois area, are releasing their third
album called A Place Where You Be
long. Not such an odd title once you
think about it. Do you know where
you belong?
The guys in The Normals will
begin their tour this month with a stop
in our area. This is a great opportu
nity for you and some friends to see
these guys perform.
Feb. 24, two days before their
CD release, they will be coming to the
Cornerstone Church. The doors open
at 6 p.m. with the concert starting at 7
p.m. Some of our very own Olivetians
will be opening the show with their
ministry of worship. You may know
the band as PRAIZE. Max Power, a
worship band from St. Louis and In
side the Outside, which join them on
this tour, will also accompany the
band.
Let me tell you a little back
ground on the band. There are five
guys: Andrew Osenga, Cason Cooley,
B.J. Aberle, Mark Lockett and Mike
Taquino. These are five men with
hearts of ministry and the passion of
Jesus being lived out'through their
music. They have been a band for
close to four years. Their albums in
clude Better then This, Coming to life,
and now A Place Where You Belong.
Each title fits where they were in their
lives at the time of writing. Each song
stands alone and has its own meaning.
If you do not have the first two al
bums, pick them up. You will be in
spired, blessed, and maybe even find
yourself in a song or two. Andrew
writes nearly all the songs with B J.’s
help and Cason wrote the song King,
which appears on the new album.
Each song is filled with such emotion,
honesty and truth. I got the great op

portunity to have a phone conversa
tion with Andrew about the album and
the tour heading this way. The Cor
nerstone Church will be the third stop
of the tour, in an area they know well.
Andrew’s grandparents live in the
Kankakee area and attend First church
of the Nazarene in Kankakee. I’m sure
you are anxious to eavesdrop on the
conversation, so lets just jump right
in.
As I sat in my office waiting
for the phone to ring, I had never felt
so nervous. Sure, a boy was calling
me, but what mattered was who the
boy was. In minutes it would ring and
the voice on the other end would be
that of Andrew Osenga, lead singer for
The Normals. My day couldn’t get
any better. At exactly three o’clock the
phone rang. I was so nervous I nearly
hung it up. However, God took care
of the butterflies and the interview was
awesome. The questions just kind of
rolled off m y tongue and he was a
pro at being interviewed. Anyway,
let’s get on with the interview.
Liz: What is the theme/overview of
this album?
Andrew: The main theme? Well,
there are two themes. One is kind of
a homesick vibe. We were homesick
and tired of being on the road a long
time. We were yearing to be where
our lives were. The other would be
that three of us are married. I’m close
[to marriage] and we just have been
learning a lot about love, relationships,
and growing up. We were dealing with
confronting sin in a new way, but see
ing how much bigger God’s grace was.
Liz: It has been two years since your
last album released. What has hap
pened with the band since then?
Andrew: Mark and B.J. got married,
which was big. We got better as a
band just playing and working with

Andrew: I think the biggest thing
would be in our relationships, wives
and/or girlfriends. Being called to love
one person! We are learriing'about
grace, forgiveness, and learning to be
forgiven. We also took some time af
ter this album to get involved in our
churches. I have been leading a col
lege bible study where six sophomore
guys come to my apartment each week
and hang out.

Andrew: My circle of friends has
been my greatest influence. My Pas
tor Evan Twit and Malcolm Bum have
also become great spiritual and musi
cal influences. My parents, as well,
have become more and more of an in
fluence. The older I get, the less weird
they become and the more influential.
Liz: What is your favorite bible verse?

Andrew: God has been hitting me over
the head with Proverbs 1:7:
. “Thefear o f the Lord is the beginning
Liz: Touring has a lot of awesome o f knowledge, but fools despise wis
memories, I am sure. What is one of dom and discipline. ”
your favorite times that have impacted
Liz: In any of the three albums what
your life?
are some of your favorite songs and
Andrew: The best would be just of why?
playing. We love to play and the best
moments are just when the band is on Andrew: I would have to say I really
and everyone is just doing there best. love Grace from this new album, as
We transcended who we were. A lot well as I ’ll Be Home Soon. I really
of it is just sitting in the front seat with dig two songs on the record before
one of the guys at four in the morning that.They would be The Best I Can
talking as we drive home or to another and The Survivor at the end. The lyr
show. Being on tour and becoming our ics to the song We Go On are some of
own little community in itself. We’re my favorite.
each other’s best friends. It’s just the
Well there we have it. Come
good and the bad all together along
with the quiet times we may spend to to Cornerstone Church on Feb. 24 at
6p.m. to see Andrew and the rest of
gether in the word.
One of my favorite tour memories the band as well as the three other bands
would have to be when we toured with that will be opening for them. It
Water Deep for a long time. During should be an awesome show. I am
that time I was such a big fan. We looking forward to seeing them again.
learned a lot about grace. We weren’t You can purchase tickets in advance
touring with them at the time but just from the following: Cornerstone
doing a show with them. The coolest Church office at 933-3890, Lemstone
moment was when the lead singer of Bookstore in the Northfield Square
Water Deep just started singing my Mall, God’s Lighthouse off of Rt. 45
song, The Best I Can, during a in Bourbonnais, and you can also or
soundcheck, and he was even playing der them online at www.itickets.com
my guitar because his was broken or or call 1-800-965-9324. For more in
something. I \Vas just like “he’s sing formation about upcoming events at
ing my song.” It was just an awesome Cornerstone Church, take a look at
there
website,
moment for me.
www.thecomerstone.org. Also make
Liz: Where do you see God leading sure to check out The Normals new
website at www.thenormals.com and
you on this tour?
get a sneak peak at the new album, A
Andrew: This tour is pretty short with Place Where You Belong. We hope to
only a two and a half weeks on the see a big crowd at Cornerstone Church,
road. Honestly, I think that we are which is located off of Rt. 45 on In
just excited about being together. We dian Oaks Road.
know that there may not be many more
times like these. It’s an internal ex
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The Normals: A
review in photos

Brandenburg Gallery !
E xhibitions
Feb. 4 - Feb. 9
Reception: Feb. 8, 7-10 p.m.

Becky Menendez

Feb. 18 - Feb. 2
Reception: Feb. 22, 6-9 p.m.

Sarah Burton

Feb. 25 - March 2
Reception: Feb. 26, 6-9 p.m,

Ian Soper

March 4 - March 9
Reception: March 8, 7-9:15 p.m.

* *

March li - March 16
Reception: March 11, 6-9 p.m.

The Norm als making a recording at a New Orleans
studio in 2000.
(Photo courtesy of www.thenormals.com)

March 18 - March 23
Reception: March 19, 6:30-9:30 p.m.

Ryan Sadorf

Corey Wilson

David Yanchick

April 8 - April 13
Reception: April 12, 6-9 p.m.

Brian Milcinovic

April 22 - April 27
Reception: April 26, 6-9 p.m.

Photo shoot for The Norma!s2Q0A recording, The
Home Record.
(Photo courtesy of www.thenormals.com)

Buddy Denny

April 1 - April 6
Reception: April 2, 7-9 p.m.

April 15 - April 20
Reception: April 19, 6:30-9 p.m.

The Norm als on the Everyone’s Beautiful Tour
with Waterdeep.
(Photo courtesy of www.thenbrmals.com)
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Break
Ask Kernel Smapdy!
Study

S:

By Corey T. Wilson

Writing with reservation,

Study Break writer

Poor Swimmer

Hi there and hello, you
beautiful Olivetians, you. And welcome
to the very first installment o f Ask
Kernel Smapdy! I am devastated to
report that Cap’n Slappy has
mysteriously disappeared, so this
week’s advice column is written by me,
Corey T. Wilson, senior art major and
accused Cap’n Slappy alias. I ’m
excited to be taking part in such a timehonored tradition and hope to be able
to bear the phatty-huge torch carried
by the Cap’n himself.
O f course, you can still email
your questions and concerns to
slappycaptain@hptmail.com, and who
knows? Maybe the love o f the student
body will be enough to lure the Cap’n
back out o f hiding. Anywho, on with
the spillations o f my brainstuffs!

IHb

Dear Swimmer,
I f I could count the times I ’ve
heard this story relayed, well, I ’d be
able to count a lot higher than I
already can. To be honest, I once
experienced something all together
similar. The only difference was that I
wasn ’t paralyzed, I wasn ’t in a sewer,
and I don’t recall any Jell-o, but I ’m
sure you understand my point.
The questions you need to ask
yourself are as follows: What was I
doing the day before? How did I
escape? Was the green Jell-o lime or
that freaky lemon-lime concoction?
These are all very important in
uncovering the nature behind your
situation. Oh, and don’t do drugs:

Dear Kernel,
I’m thrilled to see you taking
over for the Cap’n. I always found his
advice hackneyed and trite. The sheer
camp that he passed off as “advice,” I
have no doubt, led more to disaster
than resolution. That said, my
question is as follows: I once found
myself paralyzed from the waist down
and floating uncontrollably through a
sewer pipe filled with green Jell-o. An
explanation of how I got there eludes
me to this day. Have you ever heard of
a similar situation and was it ever
resolved?

Sweetest Kernel Smapdy,
I just returned from a trip to
Washington D.C. for class credit. The
sights were amazing and famous
people were everywhere! My problem,
however, lies with our transportation.
What up with those Olivet shuttlebuses? Made completely of fiberglass,
you can be freezing while the person
three feet from you is melting over top
the heater! Not to mention the fact that
those seats were designed for midgets,
I swear!
Soaking in water,

Dear Tender,

Dear “Cap ’n, ”
I understand completely the
/ would like to start off by
agony o f long-distance-shuttle-travel.
saying that if this is your idea o f ajoke,
In a vehicle meant fo r airport-toit’s a sick one, and you should be
airport-hotel travel, a cross-country
ashamed o f yourself. For all we know,
trek can leave someonefeeling a§ if his
our beloved Cap’n could be floating
or her abdomen were a ticking time
facedown and paralyzed in a sewer
bomb o f pressure. I myself was left
filled with Jell-o, and you have the
constipated fo r two weeks following
nerve to disrespect him and the work
my last voyage, so I fully understand
he’s done with your lies!
your predicament.
Shame on you, bogus Cap’n!
My advice to you? Inflatable
I personally happen to know that Jon
donuts! Sure, you mayfeel silly with a
Seals would never harbor any kind of
little pinkfloaty tucked under your tail,
activity in a place so sacred to him as
but the relief far outweighs the
his closet. I would think twice before
embarrassment. Besides, you can
deciding to slander against one o f our
always tell everyone you have
beloved resident assistants again! Now
hemorrhoids*
shut up and eat your mush!
So-called Kernel Smapdy,
That wraps up ourfirst shot at
How dare you rain on my Ask Kernel Smapdy. Hope you all
parade?! Of all the nerve! Don’t enjoyed the show! And remember,
believe a word he says, folks! It’s me! always drink your Olvaltine!
The Cap’n! I’ve been locked in Jon The Kernel
Seals’ closet, and I’m being held
Have a question for about anything
hostage while some phony takes over
that you’d like Cap’n Slappy (or
my column! Luckily, I had my Palm
Kernel Smapdy) to answer? Just email
Pilot with wireless networking, so I
him at: si appvcaptain @hotmail .com
was able to send this email! Will
someone please come and let me out? Or visit the advice forum at: http://
Seriously, I’m beginning to cramp up! web/cm, and he’ll answer your letters
in this here GlimmCrGlassl Huzzah!
Dehydrated and dizzy,
Cap’n Slappy

Tender Rump

N o kidd ing !
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■Study Break C ontest T
This issue’s contest is a little bit different...ok, a lot different. First, I am going to tell you a little story. Once there
was an Olivet student named Trisha. She lived in Parrott Hall and searched for meaning in her life. One day over
summer break, she was inspired from watching an episode of Ripley’s Believe It or Not. In the episode, a man brought
his rubber band ball, which literally weighed a ton. The man hypothesized that if he rolled his ball off of a one-story
building, the friction inside the ball would cause it to explode. However, they didn’t attempt this experiment, and Trisha
went away from watching the show feeling a sense of emptiness.
Weeks later, while Trisha was helping her mother organize a yard sale, she found a large bag of rubber bands.
When she saw all of those rubber bands, she was inspired to start her own rubber band ball from scratch. She carefully
tied the rubber bands together in knots until it was large enough to wrap other rubber bands around the outside of her
ball....and so the passion for rubber bands began.
As the summer progressed, Trisha collected rubber bands from friends; relatives and even enemies (but those
hurt!). Her ball continued to grow and grow as she added hundreds and thousands of rubber bands. While she is still
a long way from the one ton goal, she continues to work on her ball and adds rubber bands whenever she can get her
hands on them.
So, here is your Feb. 7 Study Break Contest. We know that hundreds of rubber bands are lurking out there on
Olivet’s campus, just begging for a home. Trisha is willing to welcome these rubber bands in and give them a home in
her rubber band ball. Whoever can bring the most rubber bands to the GlimmerGlass office in the next week (before
Feb. 14), or mail them to Box 6867 will receive the grand prize of a free beverage from Common Grounds. Let’s give
those rubber bands a good home!

The lonely barrettes all by themselves
By Erin Rumbley

This sounded like an even
better idea, and Bonnie and Kathie
The story you are about to
were more willing to try anything. So
read is true. The names have been after several attempts, they got the
changed to protect the innocent.
magnet to stick to the gum and the gum
Some experiences start off to stick to the hanger. Once the
bad and j ust get .worse. Others start off. . apparatus was cornplete, ,they stuck the
bad and get worse and then just get hanger down the drain and began
even worse. Kathie was having one of fishing for the barrettes. “I’ve got
those days. She was already in a hurry them!” Kathie cried, only to find that
to make it to an important appointment she had just brought up some slush
on time and was rushing around, from the drain. “UGH!” the other two
fixing her hair and brushing her teeth girls moaned. “That stinks!!!”
and getting ready to go, when all of a
So poor Kathie kept trying
sudden it happened. Her favorite and trying to get her barrettes, while
barrettes, the ones that she loved and" the barrettes grew more lonely and
wore every day, fell into the sink. With afraid down there by themselves. “We
a quick movement, Kathie jerked to need something to suck this stuff out
retrieve the barrettes, and only with,” Kathie suggested. “Does the
managed to knock them the rest of the vacuum cleaner have a reverse
way down the drain. Poor Kathie was button?” This question seemed quite
devastated at this loss and frantically logical to the three girls at the time,
tried to rescue her barrattes, but her and Bonnie ran to the vacuum and
efforts were in vain. The barrettes checked for a reverse function. “No,”
appeared to be stuck in the drain for all she reported with a sigh. (The girls
time.
later realized that of course the
Soon her roommate, Alexa, v vacuum didn ’t have a reverse
came in and reminded Kathie that it button...all they needed was to use the
was time to leave. After Kathie related vacuum normaliy..'.but this didn’t
her sad story, the two girls put a large seem logical at the time.)
sign on the sink saying, “DO NOT
Next they tried tp form their
USE!!!” and then rushed off to their own sucking device with a water spray
meeting.
bottle and a straw. By this time, all '
Later in the evening, when three girls were quite amused at the
they had returned home from their situation, and at the kinds of solutions
excursion, the two girls, along with they were attempting. Alex grabbed
their third roommate, Bonnie, ven her camera and began to take pictures
tured into the bathroom for another as Kathie administered the spray bottle
attack on the offending sink. “Why and straw to the sink.
don’t we stick a piece of gum on the
“This will work!” Kathie
end of this hangar wire and try to stick said, in a valiant attempt to be cheerful
it to the barrettes?” Alexa suggested. and positive about the whole affair. “I
The other two girls decided that it know it will work!” However, despite
sounded like a plan and hurried to her brave words, the straw only
carry it out. Bonnie found a piece of clogged up with the junk from inside
Big Red chewing gum and they stuck the drain and nothing was seen of the
it to the end of the hanger.
barrettes. They only grew more lonely
“Wait!” Alexa cried, “I have and afraid down their by themselves.
another idea! We could stick a magnet
“I am out of ideas!” Alexa
on the end of the gum...the barrettes said. “What can we do next?” Neither
are metal, right!?!?”
of the other girls had an answer for her.
Executive editor

They only sat there on the bathroom and trying to keep their balance as they
floor, smelling the stench of what had sat in the tiny bathroom.
already gone down once, and
In the end, the girls did have
wondering how they could retrieve a fun story to tell, but the poor
Kathie’s barrettes.
barrettes are still there in the drain,
“I guess we should just give being cold and lonely all by
up,” Kathie said finally. She was sad to : ..themselves, i v/..>n tuc&uuk;/.-.!
think of leaving her little barrettes
: . I f you have ever done
down there by themselves, but she anything remotely embarrassing or
knew from what she had seen of the funny on campus (or off campus!) that
drain that evening that they were not you wouldn’t mind having everyone
too alone. Sooner or later, there would . read (with the names changed, o f
be plenty of other things going down , course!), send your story idea to
the drain to keep them company. :
GlimmerGlass, Box 6024. We’d love
“Hhmm .” Bonnie said, .“I to read (and write!) about you.
guess this at
least gives
us a good
story
to
tell!” Then
Mai^e y o u r
the
girls
though t
about what
vaCentine mes
they had
been doing
sage everso
and how
silly it re
eCoquent zvitH
ally was.
Before any
of
them flozvers fro m ...
knew it, they
BUSSE & RIECK FLOWERS AND GIFTS, EXPERTS IN THE
were
all
ART OF EXPRESSION. 5 1 5 S. MAIN ST 9 3 3 -2 2 9 5
laughing
w w w .busseandrieck,com
hysterically

FloweryourWentine!
s5c ■
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Accepting Visa, Mastercard, AMEX or Personal Check
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ONU CAMPUS SPECIAL

Large 14’ 1-Topping
& Two 20-oz. Cokes

only$9.991
ORIGINAL o r THIN CRUST

Add a 2nd Large $6.99!
Add Cheesesticks $4.49!
Better Ingredients.
Better Pizza.

Detory lo campus only. Expires 6*31/02
Not valid wth other offers. Customer pays tax

t:
Small & Stix Special
Small 10" 1-Topping
PLUS Your choice of
Cheesesticks or
Breadsticks

932-4800
FREE DELIVERY or CARRYOUT
195 N. Kennedy Dr. (next to Festival Foods)
Open Daily: Lunch-Dinner-Late
Daily Specials - School & Church Discounts

only

Proud Supporter o f ONU!
h ttp ://g o .to /p a p a jo h n s

$9.99!

Add a 2-Liter $1.99!
^

Expires 5/31/02. Not valid with
other offers. Customer pays tax.
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Sports
The Skinny. ..

F re e m a n
Z ach
breaks O livets
a ll- tim e
s c o rin g
record
By Andy Maynard
Sports editor

Basketball(M) (19-6.6*11
vs. St. Xavier
W 85-82
vs. East-West
W 96-74
VS.IIT
W 97-54
at 1U South Bend
W 92-63
at Southern IN
L71 -92
vs. Barat
W 81-78
BasketballtWm 4-131
vs. IIT
at Cardinal Stritch
at St. Francis
at Purdue-Calumet
(Photo courtesy of www.olivet.edu)

thing at the beginning of the season.
In his previous three seasons, he had
accumulated 1,985 points and has had
an average of 18.2 points per game.
Freeman’s succes extends further than
the offense. Earlier this year, he be
came the all-time rebound leader,
breaking Dan Fowler’s record.
A big reason that Freeman
has become such a productive player
can be attributed to many factors but
Coach Hodge, who held the record be
fore Freem a n ,
“We’ve had a lot of players that we pointed out
thought had a lot of potential but have two: his di
never really arrived to the level we versity and
his red shirt
thought they could get. Zach has.”
year.
Freeman is
Coach Hodge

At 8:48 PM on Tuesday,
January 28, Zach Freeman put his
name into the Olivet history books one
more time. With a two point shot in
the last quarter against St. Xavier, he
set the all-time scoring record. The
game stopped for a brief moment to
commemorate the record, but corre
sponding with Freeman’s attitude, the
Tigers went on as a team and earned a
tough victory that night.
This record was almost a sure

-

listed at 6’9” and 215 which gives him
a noticeable advantage at going to the
inside for points as well as rebounds.
In fact, he has been one of the biggest
players in the Tiger’s program since
he’s been at Olivet. But the skill he
really had to develop was his shooting
from middle to outside range. Only
because he has become an all around
player has he been able to reach this
outstanding point in his college career.
“A lot of big kids that play at
this level have limited; skills, but he is
very diverse in his abilities and uses
all of those to be the player that he is.”
Coach Hodge said.
Freeman red-shirted his first
year which gave him the time to de
velop many of the necessary skills he
needed to have an excellent true fresh-

W 90-39
L 50-94
W 79-71
W 74-57

Scores reported as they appear
on Olivet’s Athletic’s Web site at
www.olivet.edu/athletics.
man year. Having a good freshman
year is a necessity to attaining a record
like this. Freeman got the minutes he
needed and averaged 13.5 points per
game. He has improved in every cat
egory since that time.
Coach Hodge was especially
glad that Freeman had attained his old
record. He later described it as “proud
daddy syndrome.”
While Freeman could look
proudly at himself and his records, he
will most likely look back on his col
lege basketball career for what the
team has accomplished, not for what
he did by himself.

Men’s Club Volleyball
starts off season
By Andy Maynard
Sports editor
tinuing effort by Luke Quanstrom
(#11). The insane effort put forth
by the team was especially shown
in the second match when Nathan
Agee (#7) dove into the pole knock
ing off the padding. Unfortunately,
the more-experienced University of
Chicago team pulled themselves to
gether for the last matches. The
Tigers showed an extremely deter Bruce Puckett (left) and Peter
mined effort that would carry on Anderson (right) wait at the net
before the serve.
to the next game.
Gn Friday night, the club (Glim m erglass photo by Andy
volleyball team from Wheaton Col Maynard)
lege visited Birchard gymnasium.
The excitement had spread through of the game, the Tigers continued their
out the campus and the seats were full tremendous effort and lost some ex
with many fans lined up on the upper tremely close matches. Yet, once again,
level. The crowd exploded with the inexperience of the Men’s Club
cheers when the Tigers took the court Volleyball team showed as they lost
and they responded with every spike, the game in four matches.
The club volleyball team will
block, and point in their favor.
Luke Quanstrom was absent continue to light up Birchard Gymna
from this game but freshman Bruce sium and excite their crowds with hard
Puckett (#2) filled in quite well as the hitting spikes and amazing, multi
center and main setter. Several times player fakes that catch the opposing
during the game, Puckett executed a team off guard. Admission is free so
Luke Quanstrom sizes the opposing team before Thursday fake set that the other team fell for keep updated with the Tigertalk to find
night’s game.
most of the time. In the first match out dates, times, and opponents.
(Glimmerglass photo by Andy Maynard)

The Olivet Nazarene Univer
sity Men’s club volleyball team started
their home season this past Thursday
and Friday in Birchard gymnasium.
Despite a strong effort by the entire
team, they lost both games.

On Thursday night, the Tiger
team faced the University of Chicago.
The Tigers started out strong, winning
their first match 25-16. Freshman
Captain Peter Anderson (#5) made
some crucial spikes as well as a con-

Baseball team celebrates past,
looks to future.
By Andy Maynard
Sports editor
Saturday evening, the base
ball players and their families came
together to eat, fellowship, and get
ready for the next exciting season of
Tiger Baseball.
The night began with Jeff
Schimmelpfennig bringing everyone
a welcome and a word of prayer. Af
ter the prayer, Judy Johnson, Coach
Elliot Johnson’s wife, sang the na
tional anthem. Ben Chew and Bryant
Cawley then gave a wonderful rendi
tion of the classic baseball comedy
sketch, “Who’s on First?”
Then came the food, and it

was served special. The football play
ers volunteered to serve the banquet
and, with the help of Sodexho, the
players and families were treated to a
wonderful meal.
After the dinner, Coach
Johnson got up and thanked the fami
lies for their support and told them
how valuable they were to building
the character of the players. Then he
gave away a few prizes to some of the
people who bought tickets including
some devotional books and t-shirts. He
then showed the Tiger Baseball Fall
Ball highlights including an overview
of
each
player. This
film
also
highlighted
each player
by position.
Following
the video,
Coach
Johnson put
Coach Johnson
some closing
words onto
last y ear’s

“A night like this makes
me want to accomplish
something.”
I

season and high
lighted the fact that
it is a new one. He
was very hopeful and
talked.about how the
coaching staff and
the players as being
“hungry” for another
great season. Then
T.J. Gagnon then
brought a devotional
out of Philemon 3
and told about hbw.
God changed his life.
Finally, it was
time for the guest of
honor.
Lee Former professional pitcher Lee Guetterman
Guetterman was a was the guest speaker at the banquet.
pitcher for the Mari (Glimmerglass photo by Andy Maynard)
ners and Yankees in
his prime and is now
retired. He started out poking fun at affected how his life ended up.
other sports by quoting lapses in in
The Baseball team showed
telligence by hockey and football play their unity and sense of purpose in this
ers. The theme of his message was dinner. It will surely be an exciting
about making wise choices. He gave season to follow this spring.
several examples from his own life of
how his choices, whether good or bad,

Morrical than you need to know:
Gravestones and Baseball
By Christopher Morrical
Sports columnist

I went over to my good friend and start thinking about things like
Skeeter’s house the other day and was this.”
surprised to see, sitting on top of his
“What are you talking about?
dresser, a pamphlet for cemetery plots. I’m only 23. And you’re only ten
I immediately guessed that his mother months younger than me. I’m not
was. sick.
going to retire. I haven’t even found
“Is your mom okay?” I asked. the right girl and gotten married yet.
“Oh, yes. Yes. She’s fine,” I’m sure not going to need a cemetery
he stated with a questioning look on plot. You’re not sick, are you?”
his face.
Skeeter just sat there with
“Well then, what’s with this that demented grin of his. He never
pamphlet?”
looked so happy.
“I just thought that it was
“The Cubs are gonna win it
nearly time for the two of us to retire all this season. I can feel it, it’s com
ing,” he
told me
with a
huge
grin on
5 6 0 S . W A S H IN G T O N
his face.
KANKAKEE
“What’s
9 3 7 -9 2 8 1
c o m ing?”
“A
r&jfftutiiiin§ Hough? H
pennant
Check Engine Light Off?:
for the
.y , ; ' SEE
Nathside!”
To
Larry Nottke ,
m
y
Eléctrica! Specialist
knowl
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edge, Skeeter had never taken drugs,
but now I began to wonder. What
could make a life-long Cubs fan think
that there is something special about
this year? Then, I remembered that
they Had made a great off-season ac
quisition. The Cubs signed free-agent
Moisés Alou. So I asked: “Are you
thinking about Alou?”
“Yep, he was all we need. It’s
finally gonna come true!”
“You’re crazy,” (I was con
vinced this time.) “Besides, the Sox
have just as good a chance at beating
the Indians now that they’ve signed
Kenny Lofton. You don’t see me sit
ting here drooling over the possibili
ties.” (I save that for the privacy of
my own home.)
“Do you realize what the Cubs
are gonna do to the St. Louis Cardi
nals?” .
“Whoa! Let’s not get on St.
Louis’ case again this week.”
“Yeah, I wouldn’t want you
to get any more of that hate-mail.”
“Hey, you’re not a columnist
unless someone wants to punch you in
the mouth,” I said with pride.
“Well, then you must have

been a colum nist for years.”
“Very funny. So you’re say
ing that the Cubs are good enough to
beat the Arizona Diamondbacks?
“How about the New York Yankees?”
I questioned.
“Those teams are over-rated.
They don’t have the pitching depth of
the Cubs.”
“You’re kidding, right?
Those teams have Clemens,
Hernandez, Helling, Schilling, and
Johnson.”
“Johnson-schmonson. He’s
no Kerry Wood.”
Anyone who follows baseball
now knows that Skeeter suffers from
what is commonly known as Chicago
Optimism. There is no cure. The vic
tim must sit through an entire season
until he utters those fateful words:
“Wait ‘till next year.” Since visiting
Skeeter usually gives me a headache,
I disregard what he just said and try to
change the subject. “So what’s with
the pamphlet?”
“When the Cubs win the
World Series, I can die a happy man.”
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Students attacked
shortly after snowfall
By Andy Maynard
Sports editor
On Wednesday, January 30,
an event happened in our weather so
peculiar that it started a war between
students. The individual students,
seeming to have no attatchment to
government or political groups, acted
with no affiliation with one another.The attack came only a day
after Zach Freeman broke the all-time
scoring record for Olivet Nazarene
University’s Basketball team. Amid
the celebration that followed, terror
was falling from the skies.
Without warning, a seemingly

The Milby clock tower is usually seen as a safe house for passing
students. After a snowfall, however, it becomes the scene of a
massive battle between students.
(Glimmerglass photo by Andy Mayanrd)

unlimited supply of white, powdery
munitions fell from the sky and
prompted student to turn against their
friends and roommates in an all-out
war.
“It was horrible,” said one stu
dent as she was being carried from the
western battlefield. “I was being hit
from the left, back, and even a crip
pling blow to my midsection.”
Fortunately, a freezing rain
came the next day and nutralized any
threat of future attacks...that week.

Do you love Olivet’s sports teams?
Would you like to know more about
them?
Become a sports writer for the
GlimmerGlass and find out all about
the ins and outs of sports at Olivet.
Send an e-mail to
amaynard@olivet.edu.
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